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Abstract
A subroutine is presented for the evaluation of Cauchy principal value integrals. Based on a truncated sum of a Sinc
function series, with the function evaluated at shifted Sinc points, the subroutine returns an approximation to the integral
together with estimates of the relative and the absolute errors. Numerical results demonstrate that the new method works
well on analytic functions with end-point singularities. c© 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Cauchy principal value integral
Let   be the real interval (a; b), where a<b and a; b are both nite, and let F be a function
dened on  . For  2  , the Cauchy principal value integral is dened in [7] as
H(F; ) 
Z
 
F(t)
t −  dt = limj!0+
Z
 n j
F(t)
t −  dt;
where  j is the set of all points of   which are within a distance j from . Integrals of this form are
also referred to as the (Finite) Hilbert Transform. Problems of this type arise in uid mechanics,
applied optics and fracture mechanics (see the references in [11,4]).
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A survey of work done on Cauchy principal value integrals prior to 1977 is given in [10]. More
recent work is reported in [6], which describes a method using Chebyshev polynomials, as in [3], on
the integral, after rst subtracting out the singularity. This was implemented in a Fortran subroutine
AQCHY. The only other software we have found for the problem is QAWC from QUADPACK
[9], or a modication of this, D01AQF, which is in NAG [8]. The latter routine uses QAWC on
a symmetric interval containing , and Gauss{Kronrod rules on the two remaining portions of the
interval. In [4,5] Diethelm gives theoretical convergence results and error estimates for methods
also applied to the integral after the singularity is removed. Weidemann [11] describes a collocation
method for the case when   is the whole real line.
The method discussed in [6] can be used to compute eciently a set of integrals in which F is
kept xed, and several values of  are given. Essentially, the values of F which are common to the
dierent problems are not re-computed. This is not possible with our procedure, nor with the NAG
routine.
In Section 2 we discuss a Sinc function approximation to Cauchy principal value integrals, based
on an innite sum of weighted function values. A method for truncating the sum is described in
Section 3, and an algorithm given for the calculation of a nested sequence of approximations to
the integral, which is terminated when a user-dened tolerance is reached. Numerical experiments
and comparisons with D01AQF and AQCHY are reported in Section 4. The algorithm has been
implemented in ANSI FORTRAN 77, and tested on a Sun SPARCstation 1000, a VAX 4500 and a
DEC Alpha. Section 5 describes the user interface, and gives the program listing.
2. Sinc quadrature
Let Z=fk: k=0;1;2; : : :g; R=(−1;1), and C=fx+iy: x 2 R; y 2 Rg. Dene the region
D by
D = fz 2 C: jarg[(z − a)=(b− z)]j<dg;
where 0<d< . Then a; b are points on the boundary, @D, of D. Let Dd be the domain given by
Dd = fz 2 C: jIm zj<dg :
Denote by  the conformal map of D onto Dd given by
(z) = log((z − a)=(b− z));
where (a) =−1 and (b) =1. Let  be the inverse map of , that is
 (z) = (bez + a)=(ez + 1):
Clearly,  maps the real axis in Dd into the interval (a; b). Let B(D) be the family of all functions
F that are continuous in D [ @Dnfa; bg, analytic in D, such thatZ
@D
jF(z) dzj<1
and such thatZ
 (Lx)
jF(z) dzj ! 0 as x ! 1;
where Lx = fx + iy: − d<y<dg.
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For h> 0 and s>0, let fzk(h; s)gk2Z be the points on   given by
zk(h; s) =  (kh+ s); k 2Z: (2.1)
Note that the set fzk(h; s)gk2Z is the image under the mapping  of the set fkh+ sgk2Z that forms
a uniform partition of R with the stepsize h.
Assume F 2 B(D),  6= zk(h; s) for all k 2 Z. In [1] an approximation to H(F; ) is proposed,
given by
Q(F; ; h; s) = h
X
k2Z
F[zk(h; s)]
0[zk(h; s)][zk(h; s)− ] +  cot

h
[()− s]

F(): (2.2)
When the expression for 0[zk(h; s)] is simplied the formula (2.2) becomes
Q(F; ; h; s) = h(b− a)
X
k2Z
ekF(zk)
(ek + 1)2(zk − ) +  cot

h

log

− a
b− 

− s

F(); (2.3)
where
ek = ekh+s; zk =
bek + a
ek + 1
:
For s= 0, it was shown in [1] that
jH(F; )− Q(F; ; h; s)j6N (F;D; ) e
−2d=h
1− e−2d=h ; (2.4)
where
N (F;D; ) =
Z
@D
 F(z)z −  dz
 :
Inequality (2.4) is also satised when s 6= 0. This follows from applying (2.2) and (2.4) with s= 0
to the new mapping (z) − s, s 6= 0, that satises the same assumptions as (z) does and whose
inverse is  (z + s).
The function  determines the rate at which the innite series in (2.3) converges, allowing one to
replace the innite sum by a nite one. In the next section we discuss the practical implementation
of (2.3).
3. The algorithm
We have developed an algorithm, called AUtomatic Sinc quadrature (AUSINC), which implements
(2.3) to evaluate H(F; ). The formula is to be used with the same s for a sequence of values of
h= h0; : : : ; hL, where
hl = hl−1=2; l= 1; : : : ; L:
In using (2.3) there are four principal considerations:
(a) An initial value for h0 must be chosen.
(b) For a given h0, the innite series must be terminated at some point.
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(c) As h is repeatedly halved, on each iteration of the approximation, a termination criterion must
be applied.
(d) A suitable choice of s must be made.
We will deal with these four points in the remainder of this section.
The initial h0 is chosen empirically to satisfy a user dened tolerance. We use the error bound in
(2.4) and ignore the unknown quantity N (F;D; ), choosing h0 so that the term e−2d=h0 is less than
or equal to some user-dened relative error rel, if rel 6= 0. An upper bound of  is assumed for d,
and the resulting h0 is taken as 22=log(1=rel). If rel = 0, then the same expression is used with a
user specied absolute tolerance abs 6= 0. It is assumed that 06rel; abs< 1 and that abs + rel> 0.
For given h=h0 we must terminate the series in (2.3), for some positive and some negative values
of k. These two values of k are chosen on the rst iteration, and are used for subsequent values of
h to determine where the sums should be terminated. For a given requested tolerance, termination
occurs at values of k chosen so that the neglected terms would contribute to the sum an amount
less than a combined relative and absolute tolerance. Since the kth term in (2.3), is given by
T = h(b− a) ekF(zk)
(ek + 1)2(zk − )
the magnitude of T decreases rapidly as jkj increases. For instance if
jF(z)j6Cjz − aj1 jb− zj2 ; z 2 D;
where C > 0 and 1, 2>− 1, then
jT j6Ch(b− a)1+1+2

ek
ek + 1
1+1
(ek + 1)−1−2 jzk − j−1:
The sum is terminated when
jT j+ jT=F(zk)j6max(abs; rel)=2:
This is a conservative bound.
We form the nested sequence of sums until two consecutive sums agree to within a combined
absolute and relative tolerance. If Sl−1 and Sl are two consecutive sums, with stepsizes hl−1 and hl,
respectively, then the iteration terminates if
jSl−1 − Slj<max(abs; reljSlj):
This form of mixed relative and absolute error bound was rst proposed in [2]. Since it follows
from (2.1) that z2k(hl; s) = zk(hl−1; s), then the evaluation points with h = hl−1 are included in the
evaluation points with h = hl. Therefore, the computed sum of Q(F; ; hl−1; s) can be used when
evaluating Q(F; ; hl; s). A user-dened upper bound is put on the number of times h is halved, that
is, on the size of L (see the documentation in Section 5).
Finally, we choose the parameter s as follows. For given , h0, and user specied L, s is selected
so that, among other things,
=  [(k + 1=2)hL + s] for some k 2Z: (3.5)
Of course (3.5) and (2.1) imply that zk(hL; s) 6= , k 2Z, and hence
zk(hl; s) 6= ; l= 0; : : : ; L; k 2Z;
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since fzk(hl; s)gk2Zfzk(hL; s)gk2Z, l= 0; : : : ; L. Note also that (3.5) is equivalent to
() = (k + 1=2)hL + s for some k 2Z (3.6)
which in turn is equivalent to () lying half-way between two consecutive points of a uniform
partition fkhL+ sgk2Z of R with the stepsize hL. Hence there exists s, in general not unique, so that
(3.6) is satised. In the following, we describe one particular way of selecting such s.
Assume that RL is a uniform partition of R such that () lies half-way between two consecutive
points of RL. Let Rl, l = L − 1; : : : ; 0, be uniform partitions of R with the stepsizes hl such that
Rl−1 is obtained from Rl by removing from Rl every other point including the point closest to
() (for l= L we remove the point lying to the left of ()). Let w be the rst point in R0 lying
to the left of (). By examining the sets Rl, l= L; : : : ; 0, it is easy to see that
()− w = qLhL=2;
where the numbers qn are dened in the following way:
q0 = 1; q1 = q0 + 21 = 3; q2 = q1; q3 = q2 + 23 = 11; q4 = q3; q5 = q4 + 25 = 43; : : : :
(3.7)
Now assume that
()− qLhL=2 2 P0 = fkh0 + sgk2Z (3.8)
for some s, and that Pl= fkhl+ sgk2Z, l=1; : : : ; L, are partitions of R such that Pl is obtained by
adding midpoints to Pl−1. Then it is important to observe that Pl=Rl, l=0; : : : ; L. In particular, this
implies that (3.6) is satised if s is such that (3.8) holds. Thus it follows from (3.8) and hL= h0=2L
that we want to nd s such that
k + s=h0 =  (3.9)
for some k 2Z, where
= ()=h0 − qL=2L+1: (3.10)
It is easy to verify that (3.9) is satised, for example, for
s= (− bc)h0 (3.11)
and k = bc, where bxc for real x is the largest integer 6x. (Of course, it follows from (3.11) that
06s=h0< 1.) Thus for given , h0, and L, the shift s can be selected using (3.11), where  is given
by (3.10). Eqs. (3.10) and (3.7) can be somewhat simplied using the expression
qL = (1 + 2L+2)=3 for odd L
which follows from
q2n+1 = 1 + 2 + 23 + 25 +   + 22n+1 = 1 + 24
n+1 − 1
4− 1 :
4. Numerical results
In this section we report on some numerical experiments using AUSINC. The calculations were
carried out on a Sun SPARCserver-1000, using IEEE arithmetic, in double precision. This provides a
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52-bit mantissa, with an implicit leading bit giving eectively 53 bits of precision. Machine epsilon
is 2−53, or approximately 1:11(10−16). We present comparisons with two other routines designed for
the same type of integrand. These two special purpose routines for Cauchy principal value integrals
(or Hilbert Transforms) are D01AQF in the NAG library [8] and AQCHY based on the paper [6].
In addition, we compare the \naive" approach of simply subtraction out the singularity and calling
a general purpose routine from NAG (in this case D01AJF). We also list results obtained from a
modied version of AUSINC called AUSING. More will be said about AUSING later.
For   = (a; b) with a=−1 and b= 1, the test integrands are:
1. F1(t) = (t2 + 2)−1. This is one of the examples in [6]. It is also the example provided in the
sample driver routine for D01AQF in [8].
2. F2(t) = (t − a)1 (b− t)2 , where 1, and 2 are parameters. For 1 = 0:5 and 2 = 0:5 this is one
of the examples in Table 5 of [6].
3. F3(t) = log(b− t)(t − a)1 (b− t)2 , where 1, and 2 are parameters.
4. F4(t) = jtj1=2(t − a)1 (b− t)2 , where 1, and 2 are parameters. These functions are not analytic
in the interval of integration.
Various values of  were used, and these are specied in the tables. The Flag referred to in the
tables is an error return ag. In the cases of D01AQF, D01AJF, a value of 0 signals a normal return.
The value 3 returned from D01AQF or 4 from D01AJF indicates that the routine may have failed to
achieve the required error. A Flag value of 2 returned from D01AQF indicates that round-o error
prevents the routine from achieving the desired accuracy. This occurs only with F4. The ag returned
by AQCHY was always 0 (normal return) or 2 (maximum number of function values exceeded).
This maximum was xed in the code at 10 000. In the case of AUSINC, the value 0 indicates a
normal return, and 1 indicates that the method failed to converge to within the requested tolerance in
the allowed number of iterations. In each of the tables below we give the value of abs, the requested
absolute error. For all the calculations we took abs equal to rel. The number of function evaluations
required in each case is given under Nfcalls, and the estimated absolute error which is returned is
given in the column labeled estimated error. The exact answer is known only for F1 and in this
case we table the actual absolute error, as well as the returned estimate of the error. For the other
functions we table the results which are returned.
Of the above integrands the rst and fourth are the most dicult for AUSINC. The diculty with
F1 is the singularity in the complex plane near  . This function is, however, no problem for D01AQF
or AQCHY. The function F4 causes AUSINC diculty because it is not dierentiable in the interval
of integration. The other two integrands, while analytic in a region surrounding the interval, have
singularities at the end points. The new routine AUSINC deals with these very well in general.
It is evident from Table 1 that AUSINC is not as ecient as AQCHY or D01AQF on F1.
This might have been expected since the Gauss{Kronrod formulas used by D01AQF away from
the singularity  are generally very ecient when applied to functions free of singularities. This
function is the one which appears in [6], Table 2, as the third example. Table 2 here shows the
same function, but with  = 1. The complex singularity is now far enough away that it does not
aect AUSINC so badly, although AUSINC still takes the greatest number of function evaluations.
In both these examples AQCHY gives the same results as appear in [6]. In Table 3, we give results
from the function F4. As was the case with F1, AUSINC does not perform as well as the other
methods, again because the analyticity assumption is not valid.
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Table 1
F1 with  = 0:5;  = 0:125
abs Method Nfcalls Actual error Estimated error Flag
10−8 D01AQF 275 0.00D+00 0.28D−07 0
D01AJF 232 0.00D+00 0.10D−07 0
AQCHY 162 0.25D−06 0.67D−06 0
AUSINC 1287 0.44D−09 0.71D−08 0
10−10 D01AQF 385 0.00D+00 0.18D−08 0
D01AJF 232 0.00D+00 0.10D−09 0
AQCHY 258 0.22D−12 0.35D−11 0
AUSINC 1895 0.73D−11 0.16D−10 0
10−12 D01AQF 445 0.00D+00 0.24D−10 0
D01AJF 316 0.71D−14 0.10D−11 0
AQCHY 258 0.22D−12 0.35D−11 0
AUSINC 2663 0.21D−13 0.11D−12 0
10−14 D01AQF 705 0.00D+00 0.34D−12 0
D01AJF 316 0.71D−14 0.10D−13 0
AQCHY 322 0.00D+00 0.40D−12 0
AUSINC 3591 0.42D−12 0.22D−12 0
Table 2
F1 with  = 0:5;  = 1:000
abs Method Nfcalls Actual error Estimated error Flag
10−8 D01AQF 105 0.00D+00 0.23D−09 0
D01AJF 106 0.22D−15 0.10D−07 0
AQCHY 34 0.70D−12 0.13D−10 0
AUSINC 317 0.73D−09 0.49D−10 0
10−10 D01AQF 145 0.44D−15 0.46D−10 0
D01AJF 106 0.22D−15 0.10D−09 0
AQCHY 34 0.70D−12 0.13D−10 0
AUSINC 240 0.44D−11 0.11D−09 0
10−12 D01AQF 245 0.00D+00 0.11D−11 0
D01AJF 106 0.22D−15 0.10D−11 0
AQCHY 42 0.20D−14 0.14D−13 0
AUSINC 336 0.22D−14 0.66D−12 0
10−14 D01AQF 2575 0.00D+00 0.19D−13 2
D01AJF 106 0.22D−15 0.10D−13 0
AQCHY 42 0.20D−14 0.14D−13 0
AUSINC 448 0.93D−14 0.11D−14 0
However, when we apply AUSINC to F2 and F3 a dierent picture arises. For these examples
we do not have the exact answers, but it is clear from the agreement between the three methods
that the routines are doing at least as well as they claim. In every case when both methods claim
success (Flag=0) however, AUSINC uses far fewer function evaluations than D01AQF or AQCHY.
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Table 3
F4 with  = 0:2; 1 = 0:3; 2 = 0:3
abs Method Nfcalls Approximation Estimated error Flag
10−8 D01AQF 1925 0.41386949288684 0.97D−08 0
D01AJF 1324 0.41386949277915 0.10D−07 0
AQCHY 8194 0.41390093614828 0.41D−04 2
AUSINC 4873 0.41381098907279 0.25D−03 1
10−10 D01AQF 2495 0.41386949277941 0.95D−10 0
D01AJF 1492 0.41386949277915 0.10D−09 0
AQCHY 8194 0.41390093614828 0.41D−04 2
AUSINC 7433 0.41377553276614 0.14D−04 1
10−12 D01AQF 3255 0.41386949277914 0.78D−12 0
D01AJF 1660 0.41386949277917 0.10D−11 0
AQCHY 8194 0.41390093614828 0.41D−04 2
AUSINC 10505 0.41385529670217 0.16D−03 1
10−14 D01AQF 6415 0.41386949277914 0.18D−13 2
D01AJF 2332 0.41386949277914 0.10D−13 0
AQCHY 8194 0.41390093614828 0.41D−04 2
AUSINC 14089 0.41398116673143 0.27D−03 1
10−16 D01AQF 6415 0.41386949277914 0.18D−13 2
D01AJF 4138 0.41386949277914 0.10D−15 4
AQCHY 8194 0.41390093614828 0.41D−04 2
AUSINC 18185 0.41384467447521 0.81D−04 1
Table 4
F2 with  = 0:3; 1 =−0:3; 2 =−0:3
abs Method Nfcalls Approximation Estimated error Flag
10−8 D01AQF 2345 −0.31613703028102 0.97D−08 0
D01AJF 568 −0.31613703026652 0.10D−07 0
AQCHY 8194 −0.31360887523788 0.27D+00 2
AUSINC 216 −0.31613702773378 0.24D−09 0
10−10 D01AQF 2675 −0.31613703026410 0.72D−09 3
D01AJF 652 −0.31613703026650 0.10D−09 0
AQCHY 8194 −0.31360887523788 0.27D+00 2
AUSINC 163 −0.31613703027981 0.77D−10 0
10−12 D01AQF 2675 −0.31613703026410 0.72D−09 3
D01AJF 736 −0.31613703026651 0.10D−11 0
AQCHY 8194 −0.31360887523788 0.27D+00 2
AUSINC 420 −0.31613703027993 0.98D−12 0
10−14 D01AQF 2675 −0.31613703026410 0.72D−09 3
D01AJF 1240 −0.31613703026649 0.10D−13 0
AQCHY 8194 −0.31360887523788 0.27D+00 2
AUSINC 15625 −0.31613703027837 0.59D−12 1
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Table 5
F2 with  = 0:9; 1 = 0:5; 2 = 0:5
abs Method Nfcalls Approximation Estimated error Flag
10−8 D01AQF 1045 −2.82743338822712 0.22D−07 0
D01AJF 568 −2.82743338823074 0.10D−07 0
AQCHY 8194 −2.82743328500484 0.37D−06 2
AUSINC 164 −2.82743338823067 0.61D−13 0
10−10 D01AQF 1395 −2.82743338823084 0.19D−09 0
D01AJF 568 −2.82743338823074 0.10D−09 0
AQCHY 8194 −2.82743328500484 0.37D−06 2
AUSINC 240 −2.82743338823081 0.13D−14 0
10−12 D01AQF 1725 −2.82743338823081 0.25D−11 0
D01AJF 820 −2.82743338823081 0.10D−11 0
AQCHY 8194 −2.82743328500484 0.37D−06 2
AUSINC 340 −2.82743338823081 0.49D−14 0
10−14 D01AQF 2345 −2.82743338823081 0.26D−13 0
D01AJF 904 −2.82743338823081 0.10D−13 0
AQCHY 8194 −2.82743328500484 0.37D−06 2
AUSINC 452 −2.82743338823082 0.12D−13 0
Table 6
F3 with  = 0:5; 1 =−0:2; 2 =−0:2
abs Method Nfcalls Approximation Estimated error Flag
10−8 D01AQF 2075 −3.89669612588612 0.31D−07 0
D01AJF 904 −3.89669612610599 0.10D−07 0
AQCHY 8194 −3.77082664220617 0.47D+00 2
AUSINC 204 −3.89669611509122 0.11D−08 0
10−10 D01AQF 2505 −3.89669612611009 0.80D−09 3
D01AJF 988 −3.89669612617846 0.10D−09 0
AQCHY 8194 −3.77082664220617 0.47D+00 2
AUSINC 155 −3.89669612598909 0.13D−10 0
10−12 D01AQF 2505 −3.89669612611009 0.80D−09 3
D01AJF 1324 −3.89669612611528 0.10D−11 0
AQCHY 8194 −3.77082664220617 0.47D+00 2
AUSINC 412 −3.89669612609325 0.20D−11 0
10−14 D01AQF 2505 −3.89669612611009 0.80D−09 3
D01AJF 2584 −3.89669612611575 0.10D−13 0
AQCHY 8194 −3.77082664220617 0.47D+00 2
AUSINC 981 −3.89669612609279 0.38D−13 0
(See Tables 4{7). Even in the one case where AUSINC fails and D01AJF succeeds, in Table 4, the
result given by AUSINC agrees with D01AJF. In several cases, D01AQF and AQCHY fail, while
AUSINC returns results which appear to be converging as the requested tolerance decreases. Note
that Table 5 reproduces part of Table 5 in [6]. In Table 7 AUSINC is seen to fail for all but the
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Table 7
F3 with  = 0:3; 1 =−0:5; 2 =−0:5
abs Method Nfcalls Approximation Estimated error Flag
10−8 D01AQF 2235 −6.17651667325568 0.25D−04 3
D01AJF 904 −6.17651774299540 0.10D−07 0
AQCHY 8194 −8.61611008251922 0.62D+02 2
AUSINC 573 −6.17651665034396 0.37D−07 0
AUSING 161 −6.17651772580204 0.84D−08 0
10−10 D01AQF 2235 −6.17651667325568 0.25D−04 3
D01AJF 1408 −6.17651774353728 0.10D−09 0
AQCHY 8194 −8.61611008251922 0.62D+02 2
AUSINC 11273 −6.17651666513735 0.60D−08 1
AUSING 241 −6.17651774349524 0.31D−10 0
10−12 D01AQF 2235 −6.17651667325568 0.25D−04 3
D01AJF 2248 −6.17651774379880 0.10D−11 4
AQCHY 8194 −8.61611008251922 0.62D+02 2
AUSINC 13321 −6.17651661431535 0.13D−08 1
AUSING 341 −6.17651774373893 0.35D−12 0
10−14 D01AQF 2235 −6.17651667325568 0.25D−04 3
D01AJF 2248 −6.17651774379880 0.10D−13 4
AQCHY 8194 −8.61611008251922 0.62D+02 2
AUSINC 15625 −6.17651665025698 0.27D−09 1
AUSING 455 −6.17651774374133 0.18D−14 0
largest tolerance. The function F3 has an especially dicult singularity at the right-hand end point,
and as a result, the criterion used to terminate the series gives a poor choice. For large positive
and negative values of k in the series, the sinc points become numerically indistinguishable from
the end points. But since F3 is undened at b, the function code must assign a value to it there, (0
was chosen), and hence the series is terminated too soon. When AUSINC was run using quadruple
precision, it produced the correct result at the smallest tolerance, using only 241 function evaluations.
In other experiments with functions having end-point singularities, similar results were obtained.
For such functions we feel that AUSINC is a useful addition to the software available for Cauchy
principal value integrals. In general, for functions with or without singularities, it appears that
AUSINC can handle requested tolerances down to about 10−10 on a computer for which machine
epsilon is about 10−16. Below that threshold when the Sinc points coalesce near b and a, the itera-
tions may not converge, and if so, an error ag of 1 is then returned. To address this problem we
used the same idea as is used in the subroutine D01APF in NAG, to produce a modied version of
the AUSINC subroutine, designed to handle specic end-point singularities. In this modied form,
the integrand is regarded as a function (user supplied) times a weight function containing the singu-
larity, the type of which is passed to the subroutine through a parameter key. A modied version of
AUSINC (called AUSING), was written, in which four types of weight function are allowed. These
are:
(1) (x − a)1 (b− x)2 , denoted by key = 1.
(2) log(x − a)(x − a)1 (b− x)2 , denoted by key = 2.
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(3) log(b− x)(x − a)1 (b− x)2 , denoted by key = 3.
(4) log(x − a)log(b− x)(x − a)1 (b− x)2 , denoted by key = 4.
In each of these cases, the weight function is evaluated in the code using not the sinc points, but
the value of ek , thus allowing the expressions involving singularities to be more accurately computed.
Specically, b−zk and a−zk were evaluated using (b−a)=(ek+1) and ek(b−a)=(ek+1), respectively.
In Table 7 we show the results of applying an experimental version of AUSING to the function
F3. It can be seen that this makes AUSING much more ecient and accurate then AUSINC, in
particular for tolerances near machine epsilon.
5. The code AUSINC
The program and documentation for AUSINC follow. The source code is available via anonymous
ftp to cs.dal.ca, in the directory keast=ausinc.
SUBROUTINE AUSINC(F, A, B, LAMBDA, EPSREL, EPSABS, MAXITR,
* S, NFCALL, IER )
C*********************** PURPOSE: *******************************
C GIVEN F(X), LAMBDA, THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES S, THE SINC
C APPROXIMATION TO THE INTEGRAL OF F(X)=(X-LAMBDA) OVER [A,B],
C WHERE A < LAMBDA < B
C A SEQUENCE OF APPROXIMATIONS IS COMPUTED UNTIL CONVERGENCE IS
C ATTAINED. A MIXED ABSOLUTE=RELATIVE ERROR BOUND IS USED, WHERE
C THE CURRENT VALUE IS ACCEPTED WHEN THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TWO
C CONSECUTIVE VALUES IN THE SEQUENCE IS LESS THAN THE LARGER OF
C EPSABS AND EPSREL*(ABSOLUTE VALUE OF CURRENT APPROXIMATION).
C IF THE USER HAS NO IDEA OF THE MAGNITUDE OF THE INTEGRAL THEN
C IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT EPSABS AND EPSREL BE CHOSEN TO BE EQUAL.
C IF EPSREL IS SET TO ZERO, THAT IS A PURE ABSOLUTE ERROR TEST
C FOR CONVERGENCE IS APPLIED, THEN THE CODE CHECKS TO SEE IF
C THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE APPROXIMATION TO THE INTEGRAL IS >1.
C IF SO, THEN EPSREL IS RESET EQUAL TO EPSABS, AND A MIXED
C ERROR TEST IS APPLIED.
C*********************** PARAMETERS: *******************************
C INPUT:
C F(X) DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION: OF THE FORM F(X).
C A,B DOUBLE PRECISION: THE LIMITS OF INTEGRATION.
C LAMBDA DOUBLE PRECISION. THE LOCATION OF THE SINGULARITY.
C EPSREL DOUBLE PRECISION: THE REQUESTED RELATIVE ERROR.
C EPSREL .GE. 0.0D0. SEE NOTE ABOVE.
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C EPSABS DOUBLE PRECISION: THE REQUESTED ABSOLUTE ERROR.
C EPSABS .GE. 0.0D0 AND
C EPSABS + EPSREL .GT. 0.0D0.
C MAXITR INTEGER: THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS TO BE
C CARRIED OUT. AN INITIAL VALUE OF H IS CHOSEN
C EMPIRICALLY, AND THEN A SEQUENCE OF AT MOST MAXITR
C SINC APPROXIMATIONS WITH H REPLACED BY H=2 IS CARRIED
C OUT. IF AGREEMENT BETWEEN TWO OF THESE TO WITHIN A
C MIXED RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE ERROR TEST IS REACHED,
C THE CODE RETURNS THE LAST APPROXIMATION, TOGETHER
C WITH THE THE LAST ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE DIFFERENCES
C AS ERROR ESTIMATES.
C
C OUTPUT:
C EPSREL DOUBLE PRECISION: THE RELATIVE ERROR ESTIMATE.
C EPSABS DOUBLE PRECISION: THE ABSOLUTE ERROR ESTIMATE.
C S DOUBLE PRECISION: THE APPROXIMATION.
C NFCALL INTEGER: THE NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS.
C IER INTEGER:
C IER=0: ERROR REQUEST HAS BEEN SATISFIED.
C IER=1: AFTER MAXITR ATTEMPTS TO FIND TWO
C APPROXIMATIONS IN AGREEMENT, THE CODE
C FAILED. IT MAY HELP TO INCREASE MAXITR
C AND TRY AGAIN.
C THE CRITERION USED FOR TERMINATING THE SUM OF THE SERIES IS:
C IF ( H*(B−A)*(ABS(TERM)+ABS(TZ)) .LT.
C MAX(EPSABS,EPSREL)*HALF ) TERMINATE,
C WHERE
C
C EK=EXP(K*H+SHIFT)
C ZK=(B*EK+A)=(EK+1)
C FZ=F(ZK)
C TZ=EK=((EK+1)*(EK+1)*(ZK−LAMBDA))
C TERM=TZ*FZ
C THE QUANTITY \SHIFT" IS CHOSEN TO ENSURE THAT NO SINC POINT CAN
C COINCIDE WITH THE SINGULARITY AT LAMBDA.
C A SEQUENCE OF VALUES OF H IS USED, H <-- H=2, AND WHEN AGREEMENT
C IS REACHED BETWEEN TWO APPROXIMATIONS, SO THAT
C
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C ABS(OLD - NEW)<MAX(EPSABS,EPSREL*ABS(NEW)),
C
C THE ITERATION STOPS.
C
C DECLARATIONS: 
C PARAMETERS:
DOUBLE PRECISION F, A, B, H, LAMBDA, EPSREL, EPSABS, S
INTEGER MAXITR, NFCALL, IER
EXTERNAL F
C LOCAL VARIABLES AND INTRINSIC FUNCTIONS USED:
INTEGER N, NMAXP, NMAXN
DOUBLE PRECISION ZN, PI, ZERO, ONE, HALF, FZ, TZ, TERM, OLD,
* Q, E, EP1, MAX, TWO, SHIFT, AL, THREE, TH,
* T2H
INTEGER COUNT, NBAR, ADD
INTRINSIC TAN, LOG, ACOS, ABS, EXP, MAX, MOD
C CONSTANTS DEFINED 
PARAMETER ( ZERO=0.0D0, ONE=1.0D0, HALF=0.5D0,
* TWO=2.0D0, THREE=3.0D0 )
C FIRST EXECUTABLE STATEMENT:
C FIRST, CHOOSE THE INITIAL H.
PI=ACOS(-ONE)
IF ( EPSREL .GT. ZERO ) THEN
H=TWO*PI*PI=(−LOG(EPSREL))
ELSE
H=TWO*PI*PI=(-LOG(EPSABS))
ENDIF
C NOW CHOOSE THE SHIFT VALUE TO ENSURE THAT EVALUATION POINTS
C AVOID THE SINGULARITY:
Q=LOG((LAMBDA-A)=(B-LAMBDA))
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IF ( MOD(MAXITR,2) .NE. 0 ) THEN
AL=(ONE+TWO**(MAXITR+2))=THREE
ELSE
AL=(ONE+TWO**(MAXITR+1))=THREE
ENDIF
SHIFT=Q=H - AL=TWO**(MAXITR+1)
NBAR=SHIFT
SHIFT=(SHIFT - NBAR)*H
C INITIALIZATIONS PRIOR TO BEGINNING THE ITERATION:
S=ZERO
T2H=ZERO
COUNT=0
NFCALL=0
C THE MAIN LOOP PERFORMING MAXITR REFINEMENTS:
5 CONTINUE
COUNT=COUNT+1
IF ( COUNT .GT. MAXITR ) THEN
C TOO MANY ITERATIONS. RETURN WITH IER=1.
IER=1
GO TO 30
ENDIF
OLD=S
TH=T2H
C FIRST, SUM OVER POSITIVE INDICES:
N=−1
IF ( COUNT .EQ. 1 ) THEN
ADD=1
ELSE
ADD=2
ENDIF
10 CONTINUE
N=N+ADD
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E=EXP(N*H+SHIFT)
EP1=E+ONE
ZN=(B*E+A)=EP1
FZ=F(ZN)
NFCALL=NFCALL+1
TZ=E=EP1
TZ=TZ=(EP1*(ZN-LAMBDA))
TERM=TZ*FZ
C ON THE FIRST PASS, WITH THE INITIAL H, CHECK THE TERMS
C TO SEE WHEN TO STOP SUMMING.
C STORE THE VALUE OF N WHERE THE TERM IS SMALL ENOUGH
C IN NMAXP.
C ON SUBSEQUENT PASSES, STOP WHEN N> 2*NMAXP −1.
IF ( COUNT .EQ. 1 ) THEN
IF ( H*(B-A)*(ABS(TERM)+ABS(TZ))
* .LT.
* MAX(EPSABS,EPSREL)*HALF ) THEN
NMAXP=N - 1
GO TO 15
ENDIF
ELSE
IF ( N .GT. 2*NMAXP-1) THEN
TH=TH+TERM
NMAXP=2*NMAXP+1
GO TO 15
ENDIF
ENDIF
TH=TH+TERM
GO TO 10
15 CONTINUE
C NOW SUM OVER NEGATIVE INDICES.
IF ( COUNT .EQ. 1 ) THEN
N=0
ELSE
N=1
ENDIF
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20 CONTINUE
N=N−ADD
E=EXP(N*H+SHIFT)
EP1=E+ONE
ZN=(B*E+A)=EP1
FZ=F(ZN)
NFCALL=NFCALL+1
TZ=E=EP1
TZ=TZ=(EP1*(ZN-LAMBDA))
TERM=TZ*FZ
C ON THE FIRST PASS, WITH THE INITIAL H, CHECK THE TERMS
C TO SEE WHEN TO STOP SUMMING.
C STORE THE VALUE OF N WHERE THE TERM IS SMALL ENOUGH
C IN NMAXN.
C ON SUBSEQUENT PASSES, STOP WHEN N< 2*NMAX+1.
IF ( COUNT .EQ. 1 ) THEN
IF ( H*(B-A)*(ABS(TERM)+ABS(TZ))
* .LT.
* MAX(EPSABS,EPSREL)*HALF ) THEN
NMAXN=N+1
GO TO 25
ENDIF
ELSE
IF ( N .LT. 2*NMAXN+1) THEN
TH=TH+TERM
NMAXN=2*NMAXN−1
GO TO 25
ENDIF
ENDIF
TH=TH+TERM
GO TO 20
25 CONTINUE
S=TH*H*(B-A)
S=S+
* PI*F(LAMBDA)/TAN((PI/H)*(LOG((LAMBDA-A)/(B-LAMBDA))
* −SHIFT))
NFCALL=NFCALL+1
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IF ( EPSREL .EQ. ZERO .AND. ABS(S) .GT. ONE ) THEN
EPSREL=EPSABS
ENDIF
IF ( ABS(OLD - S ) .GT. MAX(EPSABS,EPSREL*ABS(S)) ) THEN
H=H*HALF
T2H=TH
GO TO 5
ELSE
IER=0
GO TO 30
ENDIF
30 CONTINUE
EPSABS=ABS(OLD-S)
EPSREL=ABS((OLD-S)/S)
RETURN
END
6. Conclusions
There are possibilities for further improvements in the performance of AUSINC in particular
examples, by tuning the choices of initial h and MAXITR, the maximum number of iterations. The
user has control over MAXITR and implicitly can control the choice of h0 by adjusting the values
of abs and rel. The method described here clearly has advantages over other known methods for
Cauchy principal values, in the case where the function F(t) has end point singularities. In cases
where F(t) has no singularities AUSINC tends to be less ecient than the NAG routine or AQCHY,
but even in this case, it oers an alternative way to compute the integral, thus providing a check.
For functions with specic end-point singularities, the version AUSING is recommended.
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